Androgen receptor modulation: lessons learned from beyond the prostate.
Androgen receptor (AR) is an important transcription factor in prostatic diseases, such as prostate cancer and benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH). AR regulates the growth and survival of both benign and cancerous prostate epithelial cells. Therefore, modulation of AR function is an important means of treating prostatic diseases. Modern pharmacotherapy for these diseases includes, for example, medical castration and AR antagonists for prostate cancer and 5-alpha-reductase inhibitors for BPH. However, these treatments have limitations and are illustrated by AR reactivation after medical castration for prostate cancer, commonly termed castrate-resistant prostate cancer. A novel method of AR modulation has been demonstrated in spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy, a disease defined by a polyglutamine repeat expansion which leads to gain-of-function changes in AR and neuromuscular pathology. Here, we examine recent findings from the description of a compound that degrades AR and induces dissociation of AR from an AR coactivator. The biochemistry of this compound may have implications for prostate cancer.